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sun position calculator

T
he apparent height and movement of the sun throughout the day is depend-
ent on the position of the earth in relation to the sun. This is defined by the 
daily rotation and position of the earth as it travels on its heliocentric journey 
through space (with apologies to Pope Gregory XV). The hour of sunrise and 
sunset and the position of the sun throughout the day change considerably, 

depending on your location and the time of year. Adding to this complexity are:

a slow, spinning-top-like wobbling of the earth every 26,000 years, and…

a moon-made oscillation, with a period of 18.6 years and an amplitude of 9.2 
seconds of arc, if you must know.

Helios masticates on this mouthful of mathematics and spits out very precise sun posi-
tion data for any given location on any given day, at any given time.

Helios uses three crucial pieces of information to describe the apparent movement of 
the sun. 
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shown by  in the picture above α the horizontal angle between magnetic north and 
the sun. Think of it as the sun’s position on a compass if you hold it flat.

shown by ε above - the angle made between your arm
and the earth if you point at the sun.

the ratio of an object’s height to its shadow
length.

The Shadow Ratio allows you to calculate and visualize how long a shadow will be at a 
particular time of day depending on the elevation of the sun. Multiply the height of any ob-
ject (real or imaginary) by the Shadow Ratio and voila! : the length of shadow that object 
would cast at that time of day.

T-Rex’s Height x Shadow Ratio = T-Rex’s Shadow Length

Helios gives you the Shadow Ratio’s numerical value and a proportional repre-
sentation of it. This way you can easily visualize the length of its shadow without 
doing any math.

SHORTCUTS

There are a number of shortcuts in Helios for the “power user” or smart ass,  
depending on your perspective. These shortcuts do not always look like buttons 
but are very useful to know. Look out for shortcut hints in these orange boxes.

AZIMUTH
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SHADOW RATIO



T
o enter a location, press and hold the Menu button on the top right and 
choose Change Location. Of those options presented “Use Current GPS 
Location” should be obvious. You can also jump to your current GPS 
location by touching and holding the location name in any page. 

The next three options allows you to choose from our extensive database of cities 
in the United States, Europe and the Rest of the World. Simply choose the coun-

try, then state or region and you’ll find a list of 
cities and locations.

We have also given you the option to enter 
Custom Latitude / Longitude data. Find the 
exact co-ordinates of your location on Google 
Maps, note down the longitude and latitude in 
decimal degrees, then add this to Helios. Tap-
ping the location name in any page jumps to 
the Change Location page. 

You’ll have to select a time zone when saving 
Custom Latitude / Longitude, which will also 

allow us to use daylight savings (DST) correction for that region. To be sure, check 
the resulting sunrise time against another source to verify the results from Helios. 
Then you are done.

Time zones and daylight savings are subject to politics, not the immutable laws of 
the cosmos, so they change all the time.

South Korea currently doesn’t observe daylight savings, but it did adhere from 
1948 to 1951, 1955 to 1960, and 1987 to 1988. Also, the Taliban in Afghanistan 
banned daylight savings for women and children under the age of 15.

OK, we made this last bit up, but you get the point.

We use the time zone and daylight savings information provided by Apple. It’s 
nearly always accurate. But only nearly. Check it. Then check it again.

SETTING LOCATION



DATE AND TIME
Enter the date and time for which you need sun position information.

To enter a Date:
• Press and hold the Menu button.
• Choose Change Date.

To enter a Time

• Tap the time label top right in any view.

Get a warm glow when you guess whose birthday is on the date below.

To jump to the current time, “touch and hold” the time top right

To jump to today’s date “touch and hold” the date display.



FOUR MODES OF HELIOS
Press and hold the menu button and choose from:

HelioMeter View: representing the direction of the sun on a compass dial, also 
indicating elevation and shadow length.

SkyMap View: both a representation of the sun’s path across the sky and the di-
rection of the sun on a map of your location.

Clinometer View: determines at which times the sun will be at a certain elevation, 
using the built-in accelerometer (when available).

HelioData View: numerical data of the sun’s progression, which can be sent via 
email.

You can also “Swipe” the menu button to move between views quickly. 



The HelioMeter opens with the sun at its “transit” point, the highest the sun will 
get that day. If “toppy” light just isn’t your thing, it’s also an excellent time for 
a sandwich and a beer. The azimuth AZ is indicated in Helios by 1. The time 
top right 2. First hold the iPhone flat as you would a compass. Note that the 
azimuth will be adjusted for magnetic declination of your location, if selected in 
the preferences. If using a survey map, you may need to take that into account 
if the bearings are based on true north. The amount of magnetic declination is 
listed at 3.

Simply touch the sun 4 and move it around the dial to find out when it will be 
in a certain direction. As you move it, you should see the elevation meter 5 rise 
and fall throughout the day, and the shadow 6 lengthen and contract in true 
proportion along the bottom.

The dial also shows 7 the position of sunrise and sunset. The “magic hour” be-
fore sunrise and after sunset is shown in an orange color on the dial. Where the 
dial goes black, it’s night. Get the HMIs out.

In our case, we define night-time as when the sun dips 12° below the horizon 
and you’ll need a flashlight not to fall over the script supervisor. Remember 
“magic hour” is highly subjective. If you’re interested, here are the various types 
of twilight defined by people who know about these things:

HELIOMETER



In countries with very long summer days, you may find sunrise and sunset fall off 
the screen. To remedy this, click on the compass dial (it will turn red) and rotate 
the whole ring.

Night:     more than 18° below horizon
Astronomical twilight:  12° - 18° below horizon
Nautical twilight:   6° - 12° below horizon
Civil twilight:    less than 6° below horizon
Sunset:    0.8333° below horizon

Drag the sun symbol 4 around the compass dial and see the time, elevation and 
shadow length for the sun at this azimuth.

The arrows next to the heart symbol 8 allow you to jump through your list of  
favorite locations. The arrows next to the date 9 jump back and forward a week at 
a time.

The HelioMeter View is a representation of the sun in the sky where the user varies 
the azimuth for which there is a corresponding time of day. This means that near 
the equator it’s not very useful because the sun is really either due east or due 
west all day.

We warn you when this happens and recommend using the SkyMap View, where 
the user changes the time of day, for which there is a corresponding azimuth. This 
representation is better when the sun follows the equatorial straight up, straight 
down path.



T
his is the Sky bit of the SkyMap View. Imagine that you’re lying on your back 
looking at the sky as an upturned bowl above you. You might as well imagine 
you have a cold drink and a picnic beside you too. Knock yourself out. Any-
way, the higher the sun gets in the sky during the day the closer to the center 
of the upturned bowl it will get. 90 degrees elevation is the very top and mid-

dle of the bowl. The further to the outside it gets, the closer it is to the horizon. Where it 
is on the circle reflects the angle from North. By sliding the position of the sun in 1, the 

path of the sun in the sky is represented 2.

One new addition to the SkyMap View is the shadow ratio indicator 3. This works in 
much the same way in the HelioMeter View.

SKYMAP VIEW (MAP)

After hours locked in a small room, dressed only in a UtiliKilt and sandals, Toby came up 
with a new twist to the SkyMap View.

Tap the Map button and behold....

This is the Map bit of the SkyMap View (see 
above). No need to stretch your imagination - it’s 
a map view of your location, with the sunlight 
direction indicated over the map. By tapping the 
Satellite button you get a bird’s eye view of your 
location. This works best with GPS. Drag the map 
around and pinch to zoom just like Google Maps. 
Once you have the centre dot over your location, 
save this to your favorites. Now you can log all 
your shooting locations exactly. Get the picture?

Like in the HelioMeter View, location, date and 
time can be changed or advanced using the arrow buttons. Activate the compass if you 
have the 3Gs or orientate yourself with a handheld compass or map.

SKYMAP VIEW



B
ecause there’s a fancy accelerometer in the iPhone, we have the ability to 
determine the time of day at which the sun will be at a certain elevation.

The first time you use the Clinometer View, you’ll need to calibrate it. Tap the 
Calibrate button and follow the instructions. Use a real level if you can and 

when it’s done you shouldn’t need to do it again.... so don’t be naughty.

CLINOMETER VIEW

Start By tapping the center of the dial. Turn the iPhone on its side and squint down its 
side using volume buttons like the sight of a gun. Simply tilt the iPhone until it’s aimed at 
the top of whatever object you want to measure.

You may, for example, want to know when the sun will go down behind a building (which 
may define the end of your shooting day). Aim the iPhone, and when you’re happy, tap 
the screen to lock the reading. Now you can see the two times the sun will be at that 
elevation. Smarter than Tycho Brahe’s nose.



Another way of using Clinometer View is to hold the iPhone in front of you at arm’s 
length and watch the display as you tip it.

This is useful for predicting when the sun will crest a hill or when this stained glass win-
dow will illuminate this man’s nipples. Much more useful when you’re on location, use 
the GPS to set where you are first, and, if you’re scouting, make sure you choose the 

date you’re planning to shoot.

We’ve added one new feature to the  
Clinometer View.

By tapping the Azimuth button, the view 
now becomes a time-specific compass. 
Now you can observe azimuth and elevation 
in the one view.

Splendid.



The data graphically represented in the other views can be seen in a table by selecting 
HelioData View in the Menu.

Share this information in this form (below) by selecting E-mail HelioData from the Menu.

No more evenings spent sending sun position data to production. Send it from the van 
on the way home.

Job done.

HELIODATA



There are some things you can only change in Helios by going to the settings on the 
main iPhone settings section. (Come out of Helios and got to general settings and scroll 
down the bottom.)

Experiment and see what suits you best.

Helios is down toward the bottom of the list usually.

PREFERENCES



Chemical Wedding (no, not related to the Bruce Dickinson film in any
way) is based in Los Angeles but was founded by three bearded Brits.

Toby Evetts (marquis of design and binary alchemy) 

Simon Reeves (lexicon of business practice, databases and cheese)

Nic Sadler (cinematographic tinkerer and frequent user of the phrase “what if...”) 
www.nicsadler.com

We have lots of exciting things up our sleeves. Expect regular updates of Helios. Let us 
know your gripes via e-mail.

The very beautiful Helios logo is by Nathan Selikoff. 

The engines for the sun locations and the magnetic declination are based on code that 
was created by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) and The National 
Geophysical Data Center, respectively. NREL would also like you to know about the fol-
lowing legal issues. Brace Yourself.

The Small Print
This computer software is code in development prepared by Alliance for Sustainable 
Energy, LLC, hereinafter the Contractor, under Contract DE-AC36-08GO28308 (Con-
tract) with the Department of Energy (DOE). The United States Government has been 
granted for itself and others acting on its behalf a paid-up, non-exclusive, irrevocable, 
worldwide license in the Software to reproduce, prepare derivative works, and perform 
publicly and display publicly. Beginning five (5) years after the date permission to assert 
copyright is obtained from the DOE, and subject to any subsequent five (5) year renew-
als, the United States Government is granted for itself and others acting on its behalf 
a paid-up, non-exclusive, irrevocable, worldwide license in the Software to reproduce, 
prepare derivative works, distribute copies to the public, perform publicly and display 
publicly, and to permit others to do so. If the Contractor ceases to make this computer 
software available, it may be obtained from DOE’s Office of Scientific and Technical In-
formation’s Energy Science and Technology Software Center (ESTSC) at P.O. Box 1020, 
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-1020. 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE CONTRACTOR “AS IS” AND ANY EXPRESS 
OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WAR-
RANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE 
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE CONTRACTOR OR THE U.S. GOVERNMENT 
BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY 
DAMAGES WHATSOEVER, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO CLAIMS ASSOCIATED 
WITH THE LOSS OF DATA OR PROFITS, WHICH MAY RESULT FROM AN ACTION IN 
CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS CLAIM THAT ARISES OUT OF OR 
IN CONNECTION WITH THE ACCESS, USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

WHO MADE THIS MARVEL?


